Design Task Modeling and Task Allocation Method Research Based Multi-granularity Space in Distributed Network Environment
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Abstract—To realize reasonable design task modeling and high efficiency task collaboration and allocation in complicated design process, a design task model based granular space is proposed, and cross-stage collaboration mode and task allocation method are discussed. Firstly, combining study results of Collaboration design and Cloud Manufacturing (CMfg), four dimension granular space of design task is defined and a general design task model is built. Secondly, cross-stage collaboration mode based task in distributed network environment is proposed. And then, design task allocation methods on both cross-stage synergy and single stage synergy are introduced. Finally, application prototype system is illustrated. Application results show that design task model and task allocation in the multi-task collaboration mode are feasible.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Collaborative design and resources sharing in distributed network have become a tendency of complex product design. Design task modeling and task allocation are two key points in design process. Cloud Computing (CC) and Cloud Manufacturing (CM) [1] make it easily to realize design resources sharing and design task collaboration. There are a lot of researches oriented to complicated product design task modeling and multi-entity collaboration mode [2]-[5] at home and board. Most academics place different emphasis on resources selection and task scheduling. But several items are neglected as follows:

a) Multi-entity collaboration modes in complex product design or manufacturing are variable and uncertain. And typical modes are not summarized and classified.

b) Design task in design process is not modeled form the angle of multi-granularity. Task decomposition and combination are not reasonable.

c) Design resources organization and sharing. In the air vehicle design process, design resources discovery, selection, organization and scheduling go throughout all stages of design. There are not reasonable design resources organization unit and sharing method.

Our research aims to develop a general design task model based granular space in distributed network environment. Cross-stage task synergy mode and task allocation method are also studied in the study results of our team, and it makes efficient to finish complicate design jobs in such a way as to minimize the design cost. Remainder sections of this paper are organized as follows. Section II introduces key issues of design task modeling and multi-task collaboration mode, and our emphasis are stated in this section. Section III introduces the granular space definition of design task, and granular space model of design task is also displayed. Section IV firstly put forward the design task model based granular space. Key elements of design task model are also introduced. And then multi-stage collaboration mode based task in distributed environment is illustrated and discussed. Section V discussed task allocation methods on both cross-stage synergy and within-stage synergy. Finally, demonstration instances and application result are displayed. Future works are also concluded.

II. DESIGN TASK GRANULARITY SPACE

In the macroscopic design process of complicated product, design tasks refer to different stages, different activity and different function object. To realize reasonable modeling of design task and efficient task scheduling for cross-design-stage, four dimension task granularity space is developed to describe design stage granularity information, object structure granularity information, function granularity information and Cost&Time&Quality (CTQ) granularity information. As shown in Figure 1, design task granular space model with four aspects of information into the 4 d coordinate is introduced with the following definitions.

Gran = (G1,G2,G3,G4)

Design stage granularity dimension (G1) : it describes the classification of the design stages according to the product development sequence. Each value in G1 coordinate denotes one stage in design process. Design stages granularity types include product project demonstration, conceptual design, specific design and prototype test and finalize design.

Object structure granularity dimension (G2) : it describes structure granularity size of design task object
according to the structure complicate degree. Each value in G2 coordinate denotes task object structure granularity from simple to complicate, which include element of part, part, component and product.

**Function granularity dimension (G3)**: it describes the function granularity which design task can realize according to design activity destination. Each value in G3 coordinate denotes one stage in design process.

**CTQ granularity dimension (G4)**: it describes the CTQ granularity when design task is executed according to the product development sequence. Each value in G4 coordinate denotes design task quality level.

![Design task granular space model diagram](image1.png)

**Figure 1.** Design task granular space model diagram

### III. DESIGN TASK MODELING AND MULTI-STAGE COLLABORATION MODE REASERACH

#### A. Design Tasks Modeling Based Granular Space

According to granularity space and design task attribution, design task is built as show as Figure 2.

![Design task model](image2.png)

**Figure 2.** Design task model

#### a) Design task model structure

Refer to papers [6]-[9], design task model based multi-granular space(DTMMGS) is composed of basic information, design instance, design object, design activity, executor, execution conditions and collaboration mode. DT is used to denote design task model, and it is expressed with 7-tuple as follow.

\[ DT = (B, G, I, O, A, E, C) \]

Among them, B denotes basic design information including task ID, task name, independence degree, priority, task demander id.

G denotes granularity information of design task. \( G = (g_1, g_2, g_3, g_4) \). \( g_1 = (\text{StageType}, \text{PhaseLevel}) \) denotes stage granularity dimension information, \( g_2 = (\text{Object-Type}, \text{Structure level}) \) denotes design object structure granularity dimension information, \( g_3 = (\text{Function Type}, \text{FunctionLevel}) \) denote function granularity dimension information, \( g_4 = (\text{TCQlevel}, \text{Time, Cost, Quality}) \) denotes Time&Cost&Quality granularity dimension information.

\( I = (\text{AbsInstanceId}, \text{SubInstanceId}) \) denotes the design task instances including abstract instance and substance instance.

\( O = (\text{ObjID}, \text{ObjName}, \text{ObjClass}, \text{Size}, \text{Structure}, \text{Function}, \text{Mat}, \text{MfgMethod}) \) denotes object information of design task, it includes object id, object name, object category, object size, object structure, function, material and Mfg method.

\( A = (\text{ActId}, \text{Name}, \text{Type}, \text{Method}, \text{InputSetId}, \text{OutputSetId}) \) denotes activity information of design task, it includes activity id, name, type, method, activity input attribute set id and activity output attribute set id.

\( E = (\text{ExecutorId}, \text{Name}, \text{Structurelevel}, \text{Function}, \text{Affiliation}, \text{DesignAbility}) \) denotes design task executor information, it includes executor id, name, structure level, function, affiliation and design ability.

\( C = (\text{Execution}, \text{Transfer}, \text{Collaboration}, \text{Start}, \text{Suspend}, \text{ErrorDeal}, \text{End}) \) denotes condition and constrain of design task in different status. It includes task execution condition, transfer condition, collaboration condition, start condition, suspend condition, error dealing condition and end condition.

#### b) Design task executor

To realize efficient use of design resources, Virtual Design Unit (VDU)[10][11] is taken as the basic task execution unit. According to design activity types, VDUs are divided into design scheme demonstration, geometric modeling, grid generating, programming, mathematic modeling, engineering analysis, simulation, experiment, test, scheme check and prototyping. Single design resources are the elements of VDU. According to design task requirement, VDUs are dynamically generated by organizing different design resources. VDUs are connected by design task sequence executed in design process. Design tasks are assigned with short time, low cost and equilibrium load.

#### B. Multi-stage Design Collaboration Based Task in Distributed Network Environment

Complicate product design businesses have becoming more and more complex with high expensive cost and resources investment. As for the most product enterprises and institutes, limited financial capital, techniques, manpower, design resources severely restrict the development and business. Resources sharing and multi-task cooperation under the distributed network environment enable enterprises or institutes to focus more on core design businesses without considering design resource scales. This paper proposes a multi-stage collaboration mode based...
design task as shown in Fig 3. The mode has three major characteristics:

a) Cross-stage synergy & synergy within single stage. It achieves Cross-stage synergy from the angle of design stage granularity and time sequence. And it realizes synergy within stage from the angle of object structure granularity and function granularity.

b) Aggregation and sharing of design resources. Distributed network environment[10] build a virtual design resources pool to gathering different kinds of virtual design resources. Design resources are organized in the form of VDU with certain agglomeration design ability. VDUs are allocated and shared to finished complicated synergy tasks with low cost and high efficiency.

c) Dynamic Combination and allocation of design tasks. Design tasks are monitored synchronously and design tasks in the same granularity level can be dynamic combined to execute by following minimum cost principle.

From the angle of object structure granularity dimension, structure granularity scales of design object are divided into specific domain level, part level, component level and product overall level from fine to rough.

From the angle of function granularity dimension, function granular scales of design task are divided into specific domain function level, part overall function level, assembling function level and production function level.

In the same stage, design task is allocated from coarse scale to fine scale. Design task execution sequence and time are dispatched by task Stage optimization indicators. Design task interaction relation is determined by design sequence. Among different design stage, design schemes are delivered in the form of XML, CAD file and HTML.

A. Multi-granular Design Tasks Allocation In Cross-stage

From the angle of design stage granularity dimension and TCQ granularity dimension, product design process is composed of project preparatory stage, conceptual design stage, specific design stage, test and finalized design stage in Figure 4. Design stage indicates and optimization target are denoted with $SC(t,c,q_i)$. $t_i$ denotes time parameter set index, $c_i$ denotes cost parameter set index, $q_i$ denotes quality parameter set index. Minimizing of three element indicators weight sum $Min(a_1 \sum(t_i) + a_2 \sum(c_i) + a_3 \sum(q_i))$ is taken as overall design target.

In the same stage, design task is allocated from coarse scale to fine scale. Design task execution sequence and time are dispatched by task Stage optimization indicators. Design task interaction relation is determined by design sequence. Among different design stage, design schemes are delivered in the form of XML, CAD file and HTML.

B. Design Tasks Allocation in Single Design Stage

As for similar tasks allocation in single design stage, the problem of assigning design tasks to VDUs in such a way as to maximize the overall performance is a challenging one[11]. There are three main phases of design task scheduling process. Phase one is tasks decomposition and classification. In the phase, product design tasks or part design tasks are divided into orderly subtasks set. Phase two is VDU discovery and VDU task allocation. VDU discovery provides a list of available VDUs, and VDU task allocation involves selection of feasible VDUs and mapping of tasks to
VDUs. The third phase includes task execution and task control. In the second phase, the ultimate goal of tasks scheduling is to make sure that proper tasks number of different design task types are executed by the VDUs at the right time and low cost[12].

The value of relevance degree between task and VDU decides whether one VDU is suitable for executor the task. In general, there exists correlation between tasks and VDU. Let T be the correlation matrix of task and VDU, the element $T_{ij}$ denotes the correlation factor between the $i$th task and $j$th VDU. $P=(p_1,p_2,...,p_i)$denotes the attributes set of task, and $Q=(q_1,q_2,...,q_j)$denotes ability attribute set of VDU.

1) Task Scheduling Problem Description

On condition that VDU task allocation problem in a single design stage is described under the following assumption.

a) Optimization objective for VDU task allocation problem is to finish certain number of design tasks with some VDUs at the lowest total cost. And it must meet the constraints of delivery cycle and work load equilibrium.

b) VDU can carry out one process or more processes. Each task only can be finished by one VDU.

c) Number of design task is more than number of VDU.Different types of design task is relative independent.

VDU task allocation is the most link of realizing low cost collaboration design. Mathematical formula of design task scheduling problem is stated as follow. Formula (1) denotes overall cost of VDUs to finish all similar design tasks. $E$ denotes the sum of financial cost and executed time with certain weight factor.

$$\min = \sum_{i=1}^{N_i} \sum_{i=1}^{N_j} \left[ e_{ri} \sum_{i=1}^{N_i} \sum_{i=1}^{N_j} \left( x_{ri} T_{ri} + T_{ri} \right) \right]$$

s. t.

$$\sum_{i=1}^{N_i} x_{ri} = N_i, N_j \geq 0$$

$$\sum_{i=1}^{N_i} \sum_{i=1}^{N_j} \left( x_{ri} T_{ri} + T_{ri} \right) \leq D_{off}, \forall r,i$$

$$\sum_{i=1}^{N_i} \sum_{i=1}^{N_j} \left( x_{ri} T_{ri} + T_{ri} \right) \leq L_i$$

Among them, $r=(1,2,..,N)$ denotes the number of VDU. $i=(1,2,..,N+)$ denotes number of design task type. $N_i=(N1,N2,..,Ni)$ denotes the number of $i$th type of design task. $e_{ri}$ denotes matching degree value of $r$th VDU and $i$th design task. $C_{ri}$ denotes single execution cost when $r$th VDU carry out $i$th type design task. $C_{ri}$ is the weight factor of financial cost and design time.

2) VDU Allocation Method Statement

According to above optimization formula, VDU allocation method combined ACO[13]-[15] and GA[16]-[18] is described as follow:

a) Task set is created after task decomposition. On condition that multiple VDU dealing with multiple kinds of tasks, different design tasks are classified and agglomerated. Purpose of task allocation is to select reasonable number of every kind of task for every available VDU.

b) A VDU set is selected according to the requirements of design task type and design characteristic. In VDU scheduling, some means of estimating a task’s execution cost and money must be used. Cost, execution time and shipping time of each working procedure are identified, when VDU carry out some design activities. Refer to paper[18], cost calculation formula of VDU is showed as follows:

$$C_{ri} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_i} \left( n_{ek} c_{ek} + n_{cm} c_{cm} + n_{rc} c_{rc} + c_{aux} \right) \leq L_i$$

$c_{ri}$ denotes the design activity cost when $r$th VDU carry out the $i$th task. $n_{ek}$ and $c_{ek}$ denote the number and hour cost of the $k$th kind of equipment. $n_{cm}$ and $c_{cm}$ denote the number and hour cost of the $k$th kind of man. $n_{rc}$ and $c_{rc}$ denote the number and hour cost of the $k$th kind of auxiliary tools. $c_{aux}$ denotes the sum of other affix cost. $L_i$ denotes the hourly workload of $r$th VDU when $r$th VDU take in $i$th design task.

c) Solution variable initialization. Candidate VDU could not execute all kind of task. So relevance correlation matrix is introduced as formula(7). If $r$th VDU is suitable for $i$th task,$e_{ri}=0$; else $e_{ri}=1$. $x_{ri}$ denotes the number that $r$th VDU carry out $i$th type design task. $x_{ri}$ is taken as the solution variable. And then, initial value of $x_{ri}$ is selected randomly from the value range $[0, N_{ri}]$. Meanwhile $x_{ri}$ value must meet the formula(8). All the $x_{ri}$ construct the design task number matrix of task allocation optimization as formula(9).

$$E = \left[ e_{11} e_{12} \ldots e_{1i} \right]$$

$$x_{ri} = N_{ri} - \sum_{r=1}^{r-1} x_{ri}$$

$$X = \left[ x_{11} x_{12} \ldots x_{1i} \right]$$

d) According to ACO, optimization method is executed. $m$ is assumed as the number of ant. $n$ denotes the number of ant iteration. Every design task type is task as the city node for ant visiting. When $m$th ant visit the $i$th type of design
tasks, ant allocate task number of all design task types to executed by all VDUs. Every ant start randomly from one of i design types. And then, ant select visit sequence and design task number scheme until all design task types are executed. All design tasks must be arranged when ant finish the whole journey. When ant completely visit all task types, design task number matrix in the path is generated as one solution. Minimum delivery time is used to judge whether one solution meet the charge time. If formula(4) is not satisfied, it demonstrates that current task number schemes fail to meet the deliver time limitation. Under such situation, deliver time limitation or outsourcing processing is supposed to adjusted and executed.

e) Next city selection of mth ant in t time. When mth ant moves from jth type of design task to kth type of design task in t time. Taboo is table to exclude task types that ant has visited. The line between jth types and kth types is denoted with (j,k), and pheromone is denoted with \( \tau_{jk} \). Initial value of \( \tau_{jk} \) is set as \( \tau_{jk}(0)=1 \). Motion transition probability that ant select the jth design types is formulated as formula(10).

\[
P_{jk}^{m}(t) = \frac{e^{(\tau_{jk}-r(\tau_{jk}))(\alpha)}}{\sum_{i\in\text{ taboo}} e^{(\tau_{ji}-r(\tau_{ji}))(\alpha)}}
\]  

(10)

f) Local pheromone updating. When ant moves from jth type of design task to kth type of design task, it leaves pheromone in the line (j,k). The more ants move from line (j,k), the more pheromone leave. When one ant move from line (j,k), local pheromone is updated by the formula(11)(12).

\[
\Delta \tau_{jk}^{m} = \frac{Q}{d_{\text{at}}} \quad \text{when ant m visit} \ jk \ \text{node} \\
\tau_{jk}(t+1) = \rho \cdot \tau_{jk}(t) + \Delta \tau_{jk}^{m}
\]  

(11)  

(12)

When ant visits from start design task type to the current jth design task type, j-th lines are visted. The total cost \( C_{j} \) and total time \( T_{j} \) of j-th lines are calculated by path calculation formula(12) and formula(13). Walking path length of ant \( d_{\text{at}} \) is calculated by weight function formula(15). To consider effect from both financial cost and time, weight factor \( \delta \) is introduce to calculate the comprehensive overall cost of the path.

\[
C_{j} = \sum_{i=1}^{j}(e_{ji}[\sum_{i=1}^{j} x_{ji} \cdot (C_{ji} + C_{ji-xi+1})])
\]  

(13)

\[
T_{j} = \sum_{i=1}^{j}(e_{ji}[x_{ji} \cdot T_{ji} + T_{ji-xi+1}])
\]  

(14)

\[
d_{\text{at}} = \delta \cdot C_{j} + (1-\delta) \cdot T_{j} \quad \text{where} \ \delta \in [0,1]
\]  

(15)

g) The adaptive crossover and mutation operation. In order to avoid the local optimal, crossover and mutation operation[17] have to be carried out to the components of solution after pheromone updating to achieve the global optimal.

Every ant finish completely path visiting, a design task number matrix is generated and it is taken as one solution. According to path length formula(15), two solution are selected to carry out crossover by certain probability. Suppose that mth ant path length is denoted by \( d_{\text{over,m}} \) and its probability of being chosen is formulated as formula(16). In the traversal paths of m ants, the smaller the path length ant travel, the choose probability is smaller. Smaller choose probability means better solution.

\[
P_{m} = d_{\text{over,m}} / \sum_{m=1}^{n} d_{\text{over,d}}
\]  

(16)

In the crossover operation, supposed \( x(1) = (x_{11}, x_{21},..., x_{ij}), x(2) = (x_{12}, x_{22},..., x_{ij}) \) are jth and kth column elements set of selected solution(\( X \)). Crossover is executed between column elements set \( x(1) \) and \( x(2) \). Real crossover probability is calculated by formula(17)-(19).

\[
P_{\text{cross}} = P_{\text{system}} \cdot P_{c}
\]  

(17)

\[
P_{c} = d_{l} \cdot \sum_{h=1}^{n} d_{h}
\]  

(18)

\[
d_{l} = \sum_{r=0}^{r} [e_{ri} \cdot x_{ri} \cdot (C_{ri} + C_{ri-xi+1})]
\]  

(19)

\( P_{\text{system}} \) is generated by system. Comparison probability \( p \in [0,1] \) is also randomly generated. If \( p > P_{\text{system}} \), crossover operation is executed. \( \alpha \in [0,1] \) is generated randomly. \( x(1) \) and \( x(2) \) are used to replace \( x(1) \) and \( x(2) \). \( x(1) \cdot \alpha \cdot x(1) \cdot (1-\alpha) \cdot x(2) \); \( x(1) \cdot \alpha \cdot x(2) \cdot (1-\alpha) \cdot x(1) \).

After executed crossover operation, mutation operation is randomly executed between two elements of column elements set by certain system probability. Real mutation probability is calculated by formula(20).

\[
P_{\text{mutation}} = P_{\text{mut}} \cdot P_{m}
\]  

(20)

\( P_{M} \) is generated by system, and Comparison probability \( p \in [0,1] \) is also randomly generated. If \( p > P_{M} \), mutation operation is executed. \( \epsilon \in [0,1] \) is generated randomly, \( x_{1j} \cdot \epsilon \cdot x_{1j} \cdot (1-\epsilon) \cdot x_{1j} \); \( x_{1j} \cdot \epsilon \cdot x_{1j} \cdot (1-\epsilon) \cdot x_{1j} \).

h) Optimization and iteration. After abover crossover and mutation, two new solutions are generated, and walking path length is calculated. Design task number matrix of the shortest walking path in m solutions is selected as the initial solution of next iteration.

i) Global pheromone updating. For the shortest line of path, pheromone is updated by formula (21)(22).

\[
\tau_{jk}^{\text{new}} = \alpha \cdot \tau_{jk}^{\text{old}} + \Delta \tau_{jk}^{m}
\]  

(21)

\[
\Delta \tau_{jk}^{m} = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{when (j,k) is the shortest line of path} \\ \frac{Q}{d_{\text{at}}} & \text{else} \end{cases}
\]  

(22)

j) Finishing Iteration and outputting task allocation scheme.
V. CONCLUSION

Some interfaces of vehicle design platform based on DTMMGS and collaboration mode is illustrated in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Part interfaces of Prototype system](image)

Design task model based multi-granular space and task allocation method in both cross-stage and single stage have been applied to air vehicle integrated design platform based on VDU. VDU allocation method combined ACO and GA is applied to design task scheduling module of prototype system, and application result is acceptable.

Future research include: (1) Design process optimization method. (2) Design service ability refine model.
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